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Faculty Thoughts:  Mauricio R. Papini

Here are my two thoughts. First, I would like to remind everybody that Argentina won the World Cup, a very difficult 
feat to accomplish. I am American by choice, but I was also born in Argentina and feel good about the high quality of 
Argentinean soccer. I also love the captivating sounds of Astor Piazzolla’s music, the voice of Carlos Gardel, pizza at 
“Las Cuartetas,” and the humor of Les Luthiers, all part of my cultural heritage.  This leads me to my second thought. 
This little exercise reminded me of the importance of doing some thinking about our passions in life. High in my 
hierarchy of passions are the fossils of Texas (you can see an ammonite in my hand), the remains of Roman architecture 
that I could appreciate in Italy, Spain, and England, and the films of Federico Fellini and Stanley Kubrick (“8 ½” and 

“2001, a space odyssey” are my absolute favorites). I cultivate my passions, I share them with those I love, and I enjoy that sense of flow I 
experience when doing something I really love, whether I’m playing with my grandson Luca, analyzing data, discussing a Seinfeld episode 
with my sons Santiago and Angel, writing a new paper on frustration, digging for fossils for hours somewhere in Texas, teaching comparative 
psychology, reading Seneca, listening to Verdi’s or Boito’s operas, or looking for abandoned Roman bridges with my wife Carmen. I would 
have accomplished something if this reading made you think about your own passions. Have flow!
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2023 CSE 3MT (Three Minutes Thesis) Results

RUNNER UP - $750 FINALIST-
Matthew Espinosa – 3rd year Ph.D. Experimental Psychology student Thomas Sease – 3rd year Ph.D. Experimental Psychology student
Tuned in: Women’s health decision aid use improves birth control Understanding criminal thinking patterns.
related attitudes.
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